Anxiety sensitivity levels: a predictor of treatment compliance or avoidance.
The goal of this article is to stress the importance of understanding the presence of varying levels of pretreatment anxiety sensitivity to certain anticipated dental events and the role it plays as a predictor of anxious behavior and patient responses when individuals are confronted with fear-causing events, such as dental treatment. The varying intensity of anxiety sensitivity levels (ASL) in individuals serves to lessen or heighten the anxious and fearful response to potentially anxiety-provoking stimuli, such as pain. This level of anxiety sensitivity can often be traced back to the degree of knowledge or lack of information possessed by the patient regarding anticipated treatment and the practitioner's degree of acumen and completeness in history gathering. It has been suggested clinically that the level of anxiety sensitivity is directly related to the ability to predict whether or not treatment compliance will be achieved in an individual. Knowing the factors-either physiological or psychological-that are in play and that produce negative and aversive responses within a patient before and during treatment is key to solving these barriers to dental care.